Step 3 - Cut along outside of the plan

Step 4 & 5 - outside of the moat

Step 7 - inside of the moat

Motte perimeter wall

Motte tower

Motte walkway

Motte hill

Moat

Moat bank
Step 3 - Cut along outside of the plan

Step 4 & 5 - outside of the moat

Step 7 - inside of the moat

Glue here

Gatehouse

Perimeter wall

Moat

Moat bank

Moat bank
Outside perimeter walls of Motte hill

Cut out using a craft knife

Fold all down the tabs

Glue the front and back walls together then glue the tabs on the walkway here, trimming the wall to fit

Motte Perimeter Walls

Fold and glue together back to back

Inside tower walls

Fold tabs up and glue to back of walls

Motte Tower

Fold tabs
Perimeter Wall

Glue walls back to back to create one long length

Gate houses

Draw bridge

Walkway from Bailey to Motte
Buildings in the Bailey

Follow the method on building A for all other buildings.